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CHAPTEH I
THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY
The purpose of this paper is to orge.nize and present
units of tv/"0 topics in Economics for students on the sec-
ondary school level.
A course such as Economics cannot be taught effectively
in the secondary schools by the lecture or textbook methoa.
Materials shoula be drawn from many sources and organized
into meaningful learning activities which point toward a
definite and challenging goal for tne students.
Since Economics was first introo.uced in the hie:h schools
many changes has taken place in our economic system which
necessitated revisions in methods ana subject material. The
practice of presenting this course was from the theory ap-
proach by the lecture ana textbook method. Any course
taught in this manner on the high school level results in
little understanding and vr.lue to the stuaeiits, as they are
not equipped to fina meaning and comprehension from theory
of a subject they have never encountered. For example, high
school students are not concerned with the theory of mar-
ginal utility, or the law of diminishing returns unless they
understand the practical aspects oi' the theory as applied in
their everyday living.
An Economics course to be interesting, m.eaningful, and
intelligible should be taught in simple and airect language.
r
Practical application of economic principles should be em-
phasized; the students should be shown hov; Economics enters
into the everyday activities ox society, how it affects our
government, our institutions, and the people themselves. It
is only when the students realize the effects Economics has
on human life that they become interested in learning about
the practical applications of the principles of Economics.
Many activities which deal with current economic prob-
lems should be introduced to the class. This procedure in-
volves much study and evaluation of the subject material on
the part of the teacher. The material is organized well in
advance in such a way that many activities and projects are
presented which will create situations which the students
find practical and beneficial.
This procedure of instruction can be carried on by
means of the unit plan.
The purpose of this paper is to present two units which
deal with the principles of economics as applied in the lives
of the students. Specifically, the objectives of this paper
are:
1. To develop an underst sliding of the problems oi living.
To show why everyone is affected in one way or another
by what happens elsewhere in the world.
2. To help the student become a more intelligent and con-
scientious consumer.
3. To develop skills in interpreting and evaluating ad-
vertising.

4. To develop skills in vidse buying and cariir-i; for goods,
5. To acquaint the student with the private and govern-
mental agencies which protect the interests of the
consuraer
.
6. To develop an uno.erstanding oi' the importance of trans-
portation and to show that the very existence of man-
kind depends upon transportation.
7. To give a brief history of the development of trans-
portation ano show how it has affected the progress of
civilization,
8. To develop a knowledge of the nev./er means of transporta-
tion and show how it has brought about the modern shrink
age of the worlc
9. To develop an understanaing that it is necessary for
railroads to be regulated by the govemnient and shov;
how this regulation affects each individual in his
everyday living,
10. To develop clear thinking and understanding of the lan-
guage and concepts usea in the soudy of the principles
of Economics.
11. To acquire a fund oi economic information v/hich is bene-
ficial to the student in his economic life,
12. To develop ability to lorm intelligent judgment on eco-
nomic isj-jues and thereby tomake hin a better cicizen.
DEP'INITIDIS Oi^' TEKiv.3 USED
The principles siiu techniques of unit organization as
applied in this paper are those devised oy Dr. Roy 0. Billett
in his book Pundamentr.ls of Secondary School-Teaching,"^
Economics is a social science that deals with the means
and activities by which people make a living.
1, Sillett, Roy 0, iamdginentals of Secondary School-Teach-
ing Houghton mfflin Company, Boston, Massachusetts-1940,

Topic s as used in this paper refer to the unit of study
of most hi'ih schools. These topics are translated into units
ana unit assigniiients.
Unit organiza tion is a systerriatlc way of getting to-
gether materials, that shoulc. be presented auring the teach-
ing-learning cycle, in such a way as to create situations
which will reveal to the stuaent worthy goals tov;arc which
he may want to work.
Unit ; When presenting any subject the teacher may have
certain aesirable goals which she wishes the students to
achieve. She may be aware that upon cciiipletion of the teach-
ing-learning cycle the students are to acquire certain skills,
habits, ideals, attitudes, understanding, and appreciations.
In unit organization these goals which the teacher wishes to
reach at the end of a course of study must be stated in com-
plete declarative sentences. The statement of the unit is
for the teacher's use only and it is not intended for the use
of the students.
The delimitation ; The unit is generally statea in two
or three declarative sentences. It is obvious that this is
not definite enough. It is desirable to enlarge upon the
unit, or to delimit' it to tne extent that it will cover the
1
material that the teacher desires to cover. Any subject
may be studied for any perioa of time, depending upon the
nature of the stuay. It is the teacher who decides defi-
nitely how much iriateri/'l is to be studied and in what period

of tiiiie. Each item of the deliinitation is stated in com-
plete declarative sentences in language which is meaningful
to the students, or which v^ill be meaningful to them upon
completion oi the unit assignment.
It is generally expecteo that the brighter and more
ambitious students will accomplish more than the average
and duller students; provisions for these differences are
made by stating minimum requirements as well as optional
assignments, thereby giving everyone an opportunity to
achieve to the limit oi' his capacities. .
The aelimitation oi' the unit, then, is the statements
of the lesser learning products snade in the form of complete
declarative sentences.
Indirect learning proaucts ; Many skills, habits, atti-
tudes, and appreciations not definitely stated as part of
the unit concepts v/ill often constitute a valuable part of
the work. These expected outcomes of learning should be
stated in advance and revised whenever necessar^^-. These
expected outcomes of learning are knov/n as the indirect
learning products.
The unit assignment consists of a written list of ac-
tivities such as questions, problems, readings, and projects,
which will help the students achieve the gools as stated in
the unit and delimitation. The assignment will include the
minimum and optional work to be accomplished.
#c
c
The optional related, activities are those activities
designed for the students v/ho have coLapletea the minimum
assignments ana have a desire to d.o additional work re-
lated to the units. The optional work includes many ac-
tivities such as projects; special reports, oral or written;
research on proble/ns of interests; making of scrapbcoks;
book reviews, oral or written; interviews; assembly programs;
notebooks; charts; graphs; maps; debates; dramatization; dem-
onstrations; ano. extra-credit asslgniiients . These activities
are beneficial to tiie students In that they proauce educa-
-tive growth and result in better attaining of unit goals.
This optional work -may be posted by title on the bul-
letin board and a description oi' it myy be made obtainable
on three by five cards which are kept in a oox file.
The study and activity guide ; Since the students do
not knov^ the teacher's statement ox the unit, delimitation,
or incidental and indirect learning products they are supplied,
with guide sheets which contain specific directions, reading
references, and other activities of the unit assignment.
The guide sheet also gives such information as the approxi-
,mate tii..e allotted., and the schedule of tests for the unit
v/ork.
Tests ; An important part of unit organization is the
testing program, as it is by this means that the teacher
knows what progress has been made and what each student has
achieved at the end of the teaching-learning cycle.
cc
c
A pretest of the objective type containing many items
of the true-fsjse, completion, multiple choice, and match-
ing variety may be given. This pretest will serve tv/o
purposes: first, it will show at the outset what each stu-
dent has already achieved in the subject representee! by the
unit and its delimitation; and second, this pretest will
serve as a method of stimulating interest on the subject to
be taught.
At the end of the teaching-learning cycle, a mastery
test of the objective type will be given so that an esti-
mate of the student's achievement may be attained.
Introduction of the unit; The unit may be introduced
by any effective methods, such as a pretest, a moving pic-
ture, or a discussion based upon a newspaper or magazine
article. Sometimes one unit logically follows another, and
therefore needs little or no introduction.
Tentative time allotment: The teacher, after careful
consideration and evaluation decides the approximate time
that shoula be spent on each unit. Generally, a unit in
Economics is from two to four weeks' duration.
Selection of the units; The units selected for this
paper are: The Consumer, and Transportation. These topics
were selected because they are concerned with everyday
problems of students. The units follow.

^
CHAPTER II
UNIT ORGANIZATIOi! 0^^ THE TOPIC THE CONSUMER
UNIT
The consumer plays a most important part in our eco-
nomic life. The consumer iniluences the amount and kind of
goods produced in a country. It has been noted that the
countries which consume large quantities of goods end ser-
vices are more progressive than those which consume fewer
comiflodities and services. At one time it v/as considered
that the producer v/as tne m.os t important factor in our eco-
nomic syste^ri, but this feeling has been changed with the
realization that it is the consumer, and not the producer,
who determines what should be produced. It is obvious that
goods which are not consumed need not and will not be pro-
duced. Since the consuiuer plays such a prominent part in
our economic system, he must learn as much as possible about
buying and using goods sna services. He must be trained in
the caring of goods and in wise buying,
DELILuTATICN 0-' THE UNIT
\. The Consuraer is anyone who uses goods and services for
the direct satisfaction of his wants. It is eviaent
that we are all consumers, as from birth on we all use
goods and services.
c
Our v/aiits are classified, into tv/o large groups: (1)
wants lor necessities and (2) wants for things other
than necessities. No individual is content merely to
satisfy his primary wants. The trend today is for im-
provement in living , and social conditions. People work
hard arri diligently to raise their standard of living.
There is no limit to our wants; this is because our
society is progressive. Our wants are never completely
satisfied, as one want leads to another; and strangely
enough, our wants compete v/ith one another. Wants are
significant ana important in our economic life because
they create jobs and increase production.
There are several kinds of goods that consumers desire.
1. Free goods are those goods which exist in abundance
and are not man-made such as air, sunshine, and
v/ater
.
2. Economic goods are usually man-made and they do not
exist in sufficient quantities to satisfy the wants
of all v7ho desire them.
3. Perishable goods are those goods which are completely
destroyed in the process of consumption such as foods,
gasoline, and perfujraes. These goods give only tem-
porary satisfaction.
4. Durable goods are those goods that could be used over
and over again such as houses, automobiles, machines,
furniture, anu. books.
cc
c
5. Consumers' goods are those ^!;oods that are ready to
be used by consumers in the direct satisfaction of
their wants.
6. Prouucers ' goods are those goods that are not used
by the consumer directly, but are used by producers
to produce other goods that consumers want. An
example would be a machine manufacturing cement.
7. Economic goods which satisfy wants and which can
be exchanged for other goods are vuealth.
Goods possess Utility. The quality that causes goods
to satisfy wants is called utility.
1. Elementary utility is the name given to natural
resources, for exaxriple coal, soil, metals, and
ores are known as elementary utilities.
2; The power oi' a good to satisfy a want because it
is available when it is wanted is called time
utility.
3. The utility that an article possesses because of its
form or the way it is made is called form utility.
4. The utility that a good possesses because it is
possible to use the good is calie d possession or
ownership utility.
Consumer buying habits are influenced by custom and
traditions, occupation, style and fashion, education p^nd
travel, advertising and salesmanship.
c
II, Consumption is the usinp; up of econoraic goods and ser-
vices in order to satisfy human wants.
A. Consumption is of utmost importance in our eco-
nomic system.
B. The kinds of consumption are:
1, Direct or final consumption is the using of
utilities in goods for the direct or final
satisfaction oi a want. An example would be
the wearing of a pair oi shoes.
2. Productive consumption is defined as the using
of utilities in goods in order to create other
utilities which will satisfy human wants. An
example would be a stitching machine used to
manufacture shoes.
o. Harmful consumption is the using of goods in
such a v/ay that v/hile their utilities are des-
troyed, no real benefit but harm comes to the
user. An example would be the use of marijuana
cigarettes
.
i. Conspicuous consumption is the consuming of
goods lor the purpose of displaying wealth and
power. An exaxiple would be the owning of large
summer estates which are used only a few days a
year.
C. '/.'aste is the non-socisl way oi' using goods so that
little or no satisfaction is given or received.
\
1, Prevention of raaterial waste necessitates efficient
methods of preserving foods and taking proper care
of goods.
2. Pluraan waste should be eliminated.
5. The wise use of all economic goods and of human en-
ergy is essential to the happiness of every member
of society. It is only by education that individu-
als can be made to realize the social significance
of vraste.
The lav/s of consumption that govern the consumption of
goods are:
1. Law of diminishing utility may be stated as lollows:
Tne
.
intensity of our aesires for additional units of
a good decreases as our supply of that good increases
2. The law of marginal utility' is statea as follows:
The marginal utility or a series of goods is the
utility of the las (3 unit, or the unit which is put
to the least important use.
3. The lavi,^ of variety states that greater satisfaction
is obtained when we consume a variety of goods rather
than the sai-iie goods.
4. The laviT of imitation is stated as follows: People
tend to imitste one another in the consumption of
goods
.
5. The law of harmony is stated as follcy;s: Greater
satisfaction is obtained when commoaities are con-
\\
r
sumed in combination than ii they were consumed
separately.
6. The Law of Economic Order is stated as follows:
When purchasing goods men tend to distribute
their expenditures in such a way they obtain the
largest possible gratification.
Engel's law of fajnily expenditure.
According to iiigel's Law, as a family's income in-
creases, the percentage of income spent for necessi-
ties tends to decrease and the percentage spent for
luxuries, health, recreation, ana development in-
creases. Higher v/ages mean better health, less crime
and disease, educated citizens, and better workers,
Engel's law of family exj^enditures is stated as
follov;s
:
1. As the family income increases, the percentage of
income spent for food decreases, although the act'
ual amount of food increases.
2. The percentage spent for clothing varies little
with the increase in income, even though the act-
ual amount spent varies greatly with the size of
Income.
3. The percentage, not the actual amount of income
spent for rent, fuel, and li;ht remains about
the same despite changes in Income.

It
4. As the incorae increases, the percentage spent
for the better things oT life, %uch as educa-
tion, recreation, health, and luxuries in-
creases .
IV. There are rut ny agencies that help the consumer.
A. The Consumer has been handicapped because he was
without organization. Llany agencies however.
private and. governraental, were organized to help
and protect the consumer. Some of the private
organizations are:
1. American Dental Association, Chicago, Illinois.
This professional dental association grants
the A13A seal of acceptance through its Council
on Dental Therapeutics to dentifrices and
other dental products that meet its standards.
2. Aiaerican Home Economics Association, \7ashington,
D. C. This association carries on its work
through affiliated associations and through its
publications it co-operates with organizations
interestea in stanaardization work sna has
helped to aevelop consumer standards lor many
householu coimnodities
.
5. American Medical Association, Chicago, Illinois.
This is a professional medical association. Its

Council on i^haruacy and Cheiilstry encourar^es the use
and development of new and more effective druf-s; exam-
ines preparations as to purity and the truthfulness of
advert! sin,:; claims.
4. Airierlean Standards Association, New York City, New York,
This is a federation of organizations which induces
trade associatioiis, technical societies, and branches
of the Federal G-overnment. Its purpose is to develop
national standards.
5. Consumers' Research, Inc., Washington, New Jersey.
This organization maintains a testi_ip; and rating ser-
vice for products and general buying advice for con-
sumers .
6. Consumers' Union of the United States, Inc., rievi York
City, New York. This organization maintains testing,
rating, and general buying-gui dance ser^/ice for its
subscription members.
7. Better Business Bureaus. This bureau mrkes inquiries,
conducts investigations, and services complaints on
questionable advertising and selling practices; issues
factual reports on organizations making solicitations;
prepares bulletins on unfair trade practices; distri-
butes bulletins on alvertisin prv:[ tr^'de practices.
It helps consur.iers in relatio :S witn ousiness through
its complaint service.
15

8. Public Affairs Cormnittee, Inc., New York City, New
York. This organization is dedicated to public
education on current economic and social problems.
B. Some of the Federal Government agencies tiiat help and
protect the Consumer are:
1. Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Washington, D. C.
This bureau supplies information on agricultural
production, prices, income, marketing, transporta-
tion, credit, taxation, and rural welfare.
2. Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics, Wash-
ington, D. C. This bureau carries on scientific
research in foods and nutritions, fariily economics,
textiles, clothing, household equipment arid man-
agement.
3. Office of I/iarketing Services, Washington, D. C. This
office carries on studies in marketing and distri-
bution; conducts nation-wiae inspection and grading
services; lormulates standards for fari.i products,
and carries out prograijs in the fiela of agricul-
tural marketing.
4. Natioi-al Bureau of Standards, Washington, L. C. This
bureau establishes standards of measurement, quality,
performance an^ practice lor purchases by federal and
local governinents . It auiu.Luisters labeling pr0(j;rams
which identify consumer commodities that meet Federal
specifications.

United States Post Office Department, ^iiashl.'.gton, D.G.
This department, through the office of Chief Inspector
has jurisdiction in all matters relating to aepreda-
tions upon the mails, such as violations of postal
laws, schemes to defraud, promotion of lotteries and
letters of extortion.
Food ana urxig Aamini strati on, Washington, C. This
office administers the acts for consum.er protection:
the Pood, Drug and Cosmetic Act; the Import Milk Act;
the Tea Act; the Caustic Poison Act; the Insecticide
Act; and the Naval Stores Act,
Public Health Service, Washington, D. C. Studies
relative to diseases and problems of sanitation are
carried on by this service; it assists state and
couiHty health districts '-^nd other state suboivisions
in establishing and administering adequate public
health services. Eas a sta ndard milk ordinance which
is available to any city ror adoption.
Federal Trade Comraission, 'Washington, D. C. This
cormnisslon stimulates ana supervises free and fair
competition in interstate trade; investigates trade
practices; recomraends remedial legislation; admin-
isters Wool Products Labeling Act and prevents false
aavertising.
I

The Consumer Must Help Himself. .
Consumers must realize that it is their responsi-
'
bility to get their money's worth. It is a pert of good
personal management to look arter your ov/n interests
rather than depend on the Govermaent or some other agency.
It is simply coiiiinon sense to be a careful buyer and not
stumble and blunder throu<'-h the field oi busiiiess.
Consumers have a civic, as well as a personal, re-
sponsibility in getting their money's worth. If they
show that they knovv- values, they help the better type of
business owner to maintain hi'"h stanaards. If buyers
take part in consumer-group activities, they can co-
operate with business and trade organizations in raising
the standards for consumers as well as producers.
I
INDIRECT LiiARlTIKG PRODUCTS
An awareness that the consumer is an liuportant factor
in our economic life sua as such he should be a more
intelligent and conscientious coiisuiner.
To develop skill in interpreting and evaluating
advertising.
An awareness of agencies and publications which the
students may refer to for help and "guidance in intelli-
gent consumption,
A realization of the importance of the agencies which
help the consmner.
To develop skill in the use of the library and in per-
forming independent work.
To develop initiative by working on his own in selecting
and doing assignments and optional related activities.
To develop skill in writing reports and presenting them
orally before the class.
To acquire a fund of economic information which is
vA
beneficial to the student in his every day economic
life.
To develop clear thinking and understanding of the
language and concepts used in the study of the principles
of Economics,
To develop skills in forming intelligent juapment on
economic issues and thereby making the students better
rf
i
€
citizens
.
INTRODUCTION OF THE UNIT
The unit is go oe introduced by a aiscussion and the
administration of an objective pretest.
TiiJNTATIVE TlilE ALLOTIffiNT
Three weeks is the tentative time allotted for the
completion of the unit "The Consumer".
ASSIGNIMTS FOx^ THE UNIT
•Ss-l. Shields, H. G. and Wilson, Harmon, VV. Consumer Economic
Problems. Pages 1-7.
2. Smith, Augustus, H. Economics for Our Times . Pages
21-25.
-^^•3. VIood-Simons
,
Everyday Problems in Economics . Pages
78-89.
4. Dodd, Harvey, Jar.:es, Applied Economics . Pages 47-60.
-:r5. Klein, Jacob, and Colvin, Woolf, Economic Problems of
Today
.
Pages 19-51,
•«-6. Smith, Augustus, H. Economics for Our Times . Pages
25-51.
>v"7. Wood-Simons, Everyday Problems in Economics. Pages
89-93.
5$-8. Graham, Jesse, and Jones, Lloyd L. The Consumer's
Economic Life . Pages 41-46.
9. Graham, Jesse, and Jones, Lloyd L. The Con_s_umer 's
Economic Life . Pages 48-56.
10. Dodd, Harvey, Jsmes, Applied Economics . Pages 177-184,
ifr All assignments marked v/i th an asterisk are the minimum
requirements of the unit.
€
Smith, Augustus, H. ILconomics lor Our Times. Pages
37-42.
12. Graham, Jesse, and Jones, Lloyd L. The Consumer's
Economic Life . Pages 64-70.
13. Wood-Simons, Everyday Problems in Economics . Pages
93-99.
-«-14. Shields, H. >. and Wilson, Harmon W. Consumer Economic
Problems . Pages 522-559.
15. Klein, Jacob, and Colvin, V<oolf, Economic Problems of
Today . Pages 42-48.
•5J-16. Shields, H. G. and V^iilson, Harmon, VV. Consumer Economic
Problems . Pages 542t557.
17. Graham, Jesse, and Jones, Lloyd L. The Consumer's
Economic Life . Pages 238-246.
18. Wood-Simons, Everyday Problems in Economics Pages
100-109.
19. Shields, H. G. and Wilson, Harmon, Vif. Consumer Economic
Problems . Pages 602-612.
'34-20. Shields, H. G. and V/ils on, Harmon, VV. Consumer Economic
Problems . Pages 560-566.
55-21. Graham, Jesse, end Jones, LI: 'yd L. The Consuraer's
Economic Life . Pages 93-99.
•5«-22. Shields, H. G. and Wilson, Harmon, W. Consumer Economic
Problems. Pages 568-575.
23. Shields, H. G. end Wilson, Harmon, Consumer Economic
Problems . Pages 615-627.
24. Pages 629-644.
25. Pages 647-659.
26. Pap:es 662-673.
27. Pages 675-687.
-5i-28. Graham, Jesse, ano. Jones, Lloyd L. The Consumer's
Economi c Life . Pages 497-500.
29. Klein, Jacob, ana Colvin, Vi'ooli', Economic Problems of
Today. Pages 31-42.
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OPTIONAL RPJLATED ACTIVITIES
V/rltten Reports ; Prepare a written report on one of the
following issues:
1, Prepare a report relating how one or the protective
agencies has helped a member of your family or some-
one you know,
2. How waste affects our economic and social life. Shields,
H. G. and Vvilson, Harmon Vtf, Consumer Economic Problems .
Page 56.
5. Hov^ consumers may protect themselves in buying. Graham,
Jesse, and Jones, Lloyd L. The Consumer's Economic Life .
Pages 514-550.
4. The work of the Federal Trade Commission. Corbetts and
Colwin, Modern Economics . Page 424.
5. Radio advertising which is beneficial and not beneficial
to consumers. Shields, H. u-. and '.ilson, Harmon v/.
Consumier Economic Problems . Pa^e 144.
6. Bring to class an advertisement which would be disap-
proved by the Federal Trade Comi'iiission. Write a report
giving reasons why it should or should not be disap-
proved.
Book Reports; Read any of the following books and prepare
either a written or oral report.
1. Our Interests as Consumers by D. K;. Jacobson,
2. Consumers All by Joseph Gaer.
te
3. The Tragedy of Wast e by Stuart Chase.
4. Your Money's Yvorth by Stuart Chase and F. J. Schlink.
5. 100,000,000 Guinea Figs by A. Kallet and J. Schlink.
6. Education of the Consuiaer by E. Harap.
7. Consurgption in Our Society by E. E. Hoyt.
8. Using Dollars and Sense by Oliver R. Floyd and Lucien
Kinney.
9. Partners in Plunder by J. B. Matthews end R. E. Shallcrosj
10. A report may be made on any book in the class library or
any other book which is concerned with consuiuer economics,
Scrapbooks
:
1. Make a scrapbook of newspaper and magazine articles which
concern the consumer.
2. Make a scrapbook of advertisements (from newspapers, mag-
azines, or circulars) which you think are absurd. Very
briefly tell why the advertisements are absurd.
3. Make a scrapbook of advertisements v»fhich you think are
helpful to the consumers. Tell why you think they are
helpful.
Debate: From the following topics choose either the affirm-
ative or negative point of view.
1. Resolved, that the government should regulate advertising,
2. Resolved, that in our economic life the consumer is more
important than the producer.
3. Resolved, that all useful things are not necessarily
wealth.
i
4. Resolved, that all economic waste results in lower
standards of living.
Radio Broadcast ;
1. Prepare a I'il'teen minute radio program to be used on the
school radio on the Better Business Bureau. Relate the
purposes of the bureau anc. tell how it has helped you or
someone you know.
2. Prepare a fifteen minute radio program to be used on the
school radio on Economic Vlaste, Tell what can be cione
to eliminate this v;aste.
3. Consult with the teacher on any other subject which you
may want to prepare a fifteen minute broadcast.
Posters
;
1. Make a poster concerning the consumer which tells a
helpful story.
2. Make a poster showing what effect waste has on society,
5. Make a poster showing a protective agency helping an
unfortunate consumer.
Dramatization:
1. Prepare a ten minute dramatization of a salesmen selling
an item to a customer. The purpose of this dramatiza-
tion is to teach effective or ineffective salesmanship.
2. Prepare a ten minute dramatization of a Better Business
Bureau helping a customer with a Just complaint.
i
Charts ;
1. Make a chart showing the percentage spent for food, hous-
ing, household operation, and clothing by American fami lie
at different income levels.
2. Make a chart of all expenditures of ajnericen Consuiiiers
.
For these figures see page 81 of Everyday Problems in
Economics by Ivlay V/ood-Simons
.
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OBJECTIVE EXAMINATION ON THE CONSUlffiR
•
This objective examination for the sut)ject The Consumer given
^1 in the course of Economics in the secondary schools is in-
1, tended to be given in a fifty-minute class period.
j
y
TRUE-FALSE
DIRECTIONS: Below are some statements, some of which are
true and some of which are false. On the blank space before
j
each statement write a plus sign ( 4 ) if you think the
the statement is true, and a minus sign ( - ) if you think
the statement is false. The first is given as an example:
J EXAMPLE
:
4 The consumer is anyone who uses up goods and
services for the direct satisfaction of his
wants
•
1
1. We are not all consumers.
1
2. Our wants are classified into two large groups:
(1) Vi'ants for necessities and (2) Wants for things
other than necessities.
I
5. Individuals are not content merely to satisfy their
primary wants.
1
j
4.
1
People work hard and diligently because they want
to raise their standard of living.
5.
1
There is a limit to our wants.
1
6. Our wants are never completely satisfied.
7. One want leads to another.
j
1
•
8. Our v/ants never compete with one another.
9. Wants are significant and important in our economic
life because they create jobs, increase production,
and they make society progressive.
1
1
i;
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10« Free goods are those goods which exist in abun-
dance and are not man-made such as sir, sunshine,
and v/ater.
11. Economic goods are usually man-made and they do
not exist in sufficient quantities to satisfy the
wants of all who desire them.
12, " Perishable goods are those goods v/hich are com-
pletely destroyed in the process of consuiaption.
13. Foods,
•
gasoline, and perfumes are knovm as dur-
able goods.
14. Perishable goods give only temporary satisfaction.
15, Durable goods are those goods that could be used
over and over again,
16, Houses, automobiles, machines, furniture, and
books are known as perishable goods,
17, Consumers' goods are those goods that are ready
to be used by consumers in the direct satisfaction
of their wants,
18, Producers goods are those goods that are not used
by the consumer directly but they are used by pro-
ducers to produce other goods that consumers want,
19. Economic goods v/hich satisfy wants and which can
be exchanged for other goods are known as con-
sumer goods.
20, The quality that causes goods to satisfy v/ants is
called utility,
21. Element'^ry utility is the quality of usefulness
supplied by production,
22. The power of a good to satisfy a want because it
is available when it is wanted is called form
utility.
23. The utility that an article possesses because of
its form or the v/ay it is made is called time
utility,
24, The utility that a good possesses because it is
possible to use the good is called possession or
ownership utility.
rc
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25. Consumer buying habits are seldom influenced by
outside factors,
26. Consumption is the 'using up of economic goods
and services in order to increase production.
27. Consumption is of upmost importance in our eco-
nomic system,
28. Direct or final consumption is the using up of
utilities in goods for the direct or final sat-
isfaction of a want,
29. Nature does not indulge in wasteful consumption
when it destroys goods through earthquakes, hur-
ricanes, floods, ana dust storms.
30. Productive consumption is the using up of util-
ities in gOGQS in order to create other utilities
which will satisfy human wants.
31. Harmful consumption is the using of goods in such
a way that v/hile their utilities are destroyed,
no real benefit but harm comes to the user.
32. Conspicuous consumption is the consuming of goods
for the purpose of satisfying our basic needs.
33. Waste is the non-social way of using up goods in
such a way that little or no satisfaction is
given or received.
34. Prevention of material waste does not necessitate
efficient methods of preserving foods and taking
proper care of goods.
35. Human waste should be eliminated.
36. The v;ise use of all economic goods and of human
energy is not essential to the happiness of every
member of society.
37. The law of variety states that greater satisfact-
ion is obtained when we consume the same goods
over and over.
38. The consumer has been handicapped because he was
vifithout organization.
39. Pew agencies were organized to help and protect
the consumer.
rc
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40. Goods which are not consumed need not be produced.
41. According to Engel's laws as Income Increases, the
relative amount spent for food Increases.
42. According; to Engel's laws the percentage spent for
housing - including rent, light, fuel, and other
similar items - remains more or less constant.
43. According to Engel's laws the percentage spent for
clothing remains about the same, regardless of the
amount of income.
44. According to Engel's laws as income increases, the
relative amount used for miscellaneous purposes,
including saving, decreases.
45. The purpose of salesmen and advertisements is to
help the consumer.
rc
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LTULTIPLE CHOICE
DIRECTIONS! Below are sor;ie questions, each of which has five
answers. Only one of the answers is correct. On the blank
space before each question write the number of the answer
which you think is correct. The first is given as an example:
EXAMPLE: 4 The using up of economic goods and services
in order to satisfy human wants is known as:
1. Production.
2. The law of diminishing returns.
3. The law of marginal utility.
4. Consumption.
5. Economic order.
1. The most important factor in our economic system
is:
1. The producer.
2* The consumer.
3. The advertiser.
4. The business man.
5. The salesman.
2. The countries that consumes large quantities of
goods and services are known as being:
1. Progressive.
2. Wasteful.
3. Conspicuous consumers.
4. Harmful consumers.
5. Backv/ard.
3. A consumer is the person who:
1. Sells goods.
2. Produces goods.
3. Distributes goods.
4. Buys goods.
5. Uses goods.
4. Engel's laws of family expenditure states that as
family income increases the relative amount spent
for food;
1. Increases.
2. Increases slightly.
3. Stays the same.
4. Decreases.
5. Depends upon prices.
rIII . ^
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5.
6.
Engel's lavjs of family expenditure states that
regardless of the amount of Income the amount
spent for clothing:
1. Increases
.
grec tly
2. Remains the same.
3. Decreases.
4. Decreases slightly.
5. Depends upon prices.
Engel's laws of family expenditure states that
regardless of the amount of income the percentage
of income spent for rent, fuel, and light:
1. Remains the same.
Increases
,
Decreases
.
Depends upon prices.
2.
3.
4.
5. Increases a great deal.
8,
Engel's lav/s state that as income increases the
percentage spent for the better things in life
such as education, recreation, and luxuries:
1. Decreases .gree tly
2. Increases.
3. Remains the same.
4. Depends upon prices.
5. Decreases slightly.
The use of machinery in a shoe factory is knov/n as;
1. Conspicuous consumption.
2. Indirect consumption.
3. Direct consumption.
4. Productive consumption.
5. Harmful consumption.
When purchasing goods men tend to distribute their
expenditures in such a way that they obtain the
largest possible gratification. This law is known
as:
law of economic order,
lav/ of harmony,
law of imitation,
law of variety,
law of marginal utility.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
The
The
The
The
The
10, Our desire for more clothes diminishes when we
already have many clothes. This fact is known as
1. The law of marginal utility.
2. The law of variety.
3. The law of harmony.
4. The law of imitation.
5. The law of diminishing utility.

11. Goods that could be used over and over again such
as books, machines, and furniture are known as:
1. Producers goods.
2. Durable goods.
3. Free goods.
4. Perishable goods,
5. Advertisers' goods.
12. Economic goods which can be exchanged for other
goods are known as:
1. Wealth.
2. Producers goods.
3. Consumers' goods.
4. Perishable goods.
5. Durable goods.
13. Greater satisfaction is obtained when we consume
different kinds of goods rather than the same
goods. This is known as:
1. The law of diminishing returns.
2. The law of marginal utility.
3. The law of variety.
4. The law of harmony.
5. The law of imitation.
14. Greater satisfaction is obtained when commodities
are consumed in combination than if they were con-
sumed Individually.
1. The law of diminishing returns.
2. The lav/ of marginal utility.
3. The lav/ of variety.
4. The lav/ of harmony.
5. the law of imitation.
15. The country that consumes more goods per person is:
1. Canada.
2. China.
3. Prance.
4. Spain.
5. United States.
16. The purpose of advertising is to:
1. Educate the public.
2. Improve the standard of living.
3. Sell goods.
4. Help the consumer.
5. Save the consumer money.
(5
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17. During' a rail strike large quantities of fresh
fruit were thrown away. This is known as:
1. Conspicuous consumption.
2. Harmful consumption.
3. Productive consumption.
4. Indirect consumption.
5. Wasteful consumption.
18. Goods not intended for the use of consum.ers
directly but are used to produce other goods
that consumers want are called:
1. Consumers' goods,
2. Producers goods.
3. Free goods.
4. Durable goods.
5. Perishable goods.
19. From the list below the consumers goods are:
1. Farming tools.
2. Factory buildings.
3. Suits of clothing.
4. Office buildings.
5. Iron ore.
20. Goods which are not consumed:
1. Need to be produced for speculation
purposes
.
2. Need to be produced on a small scale,
3. Need to be produced only if materials
are available.
4. Need not be produced.
5. Need not be produced if they are
perishable.
/
COMPLETION
^DIRECTIONS: Below are some Incomplete statements. On the
blank space after each statement write the word or words
.which will complete the statement in a true and meaningful
way. The first is given as an example:
EXAi.'IPLS: Foods, gasoline, and perfimes are known as
(perishable goods)
1. Automobiles, houses, furniture and books are known as
2. Goods that are ready to be used by the consumers in
the direct satisfaction of their wants are known as
3. ' Those goods which are not used by the consumer directly
but which are used by producers to produce other goods
that consumers want are knovrn as
4. Economic goods which satisfy wants and which can be
exchanged for other goods are known as
5. The quality that causes goods to satisfy wants is
called
6. The quality of usefulness supplied by nature such as
coal, soil, metals, and ores is known as
7. The power of a good to satisfy a v/ant because it is
available when it is wanted is called
8. The utility that an article possesses because of its
form or the way it is made is called
9. The utility that a gooa possesses because it is pos
sible to use the good is called

10. Consumer buying habits are influenced by:
11.
12.
13.
14.
15. The kinds of consumption are
16.
17.
18.
19. Some of the private organizations that help the
consumer are:
20.
21.
22.
25.
24. Some of the federal government agencies that help and
protect the consumer are:
25.
26.
27.
28. The using up of economic goods and services in order
to satisfy human wants is known as
29. The purpose of advertising is to
30. A consumer is one who
i
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CHAPTli:R III
UNIT ORGANIZATION OF TliE TOPIC, TRMJ SPORTATION
UNIT
Transportation is one of the most important factors in
our economic life. Nearly all proaucts have little or no
value in the places vmere they are produced. Transportation
plays the important I'ole of j':etting these goods to the place
where they are needed and thereby satisfies the needs of the
people concerned, A nation's jjrogress e.nc. standard of living
are largely dependent upon its transportation system. All
transportation is carried on bj means of waterways, landways
and airways.
At the present time the railroads are the most important
means of transportation, but the trend seems to be goin*"^
toward the airways. The history of transportation needs to
be studied to un^^erstand hov/ the development of transporta-
tion has brought about changes in civilization. Transporta-
tion plB.jed an important role in Vjorld War II. It brought
the people of the world closer together and it hf.s resulted
in our shrinking world. The future of transportation has
great potentialities and it is hard to conceive just how much
more it will develop.

DELIMITATION OF TPIE UNIT
Transportation is important. Our economic life depends
largely upon transportation. \Yithout it our life would
be very different and Inconvenient. For example, a per-
son living in Boston would not have coffee or orange
juice for breakfast; his horae would not be adequately
heated in the winter; and he would not have any luoans of
going anywhere except on foot. Many products have little
or no value in the places where they are produced. Value
is added to ^?;oods only when they are transported to places
where these things do not exist in sufficient quantities
to satisfy the needs of che peoj.,le cor:cerned.
There are three types .of tremsportation: waterways, land-
v/ays, and airways.
A. The first means of transportation was by waterv/ays.
Colonies were built on the rivers or near the coast
so that it was possible to ship the products of the
colonies to Europe and to bring back goods v/hich
they needed. Many states attempted to builo. canals
but only New York was successful. The Erie Canal
was coi.ipleted in 1825 and it was for many years the
most important single route of trade between the
Atlantic coast and the north central states. The
canal is now known as the '.^lew York Barge Canal. llore
than a thousand miles oi canals were built in New York
€
and Pennsvlvania before the railroad appeared and pre-
vented further development of canals. Canals are still
very important and at the present time plans are being
made to construct a syster.i of canals joining the St.
Lawrence River to the Great Lakes and thence to the
Mississippi River and the G-ulf of Mexico.
B. Our Merchant Marine had much competition with foreign
shippers this is oecause it costs less to build ships
in foreign countries; and it costs .uore to operate
American ships especially because hi ;her wages are paid
to their crews; and foreign shipovmers are paid large
subsidies by their government. Sixty percent of our
trade was handled by foreign ships. The lollowing is
some legislation concerning Merchant Marine:
1. The Seaman's Law of 1915 adced much to the cost of
operating American ships.
2. Merchant Marine Act of 1920 authorized the Shipping
Board to operate ships on essential trade routes.
This act fa/ored private ownership anu operation and
the board sold many of its best ships to private
companies at a great loss.
3. Merchant Marine Act of 1928 authorized the Shipping
Board to make loans at low interest rates to
Aiiierican citizens for building ships. This was
an indirect way of granting subsidies and object-
ions were raised because no one knew just how much
i
vjas granted.
4. Maritime Commission of five members was created to
carry out the terms of a new act in 1936 which granted
direct subsidies to our Merchant i.iarine. This act was
passed to place American shipping on an equal footing
with subsidized foreign interests.
American shipping played an important part in World ^'/ar
II. The war materials produced in our factories v/ere useless
unless ships were produced to carry them to the places where
they were needed. Our ship builders built ships at the rate
of three in one day and the United States had the largest
merchant marine in the world.
III. The development of railroads began between 1800 and 1830.
The first railroad opened for trafiic v;as the Baltimore
and Ohio in 1830 when only twenty-three miles of rail-
road was in operation in the entire United States. By
1840, however, there viere about 3,000 miles of railroad
in operation suid when the Civil We.r began this had in-
creased to about 40,000 miles. i^evelopment continued
gradually until 1931 when there were nearly 800,000 miles
or railroads in operation. During the depresficn there
was a tremendous decrease in railroads when by the end
of 1933 railroads decreased to 425,000 miles. (These
statistics are according to the reports issued by the
Interstate Comiaerce Commission)
c
The first railroad, lines served Iccal areas only;
then the local lines ol' one city were connected v/ith
the local lines of other cities; the next step in the
development of the railroad was the builaing of the
transcontinental lines. There was no one person or
company who had enough money to finance these trans-
continental lines. The United States Government gave
the various transcontinental lines about 100,000,000
acres of land. The desire of the people to have rail-
roads was so great that construction was done hastily
and it resulted in much waste of material and money.
Efiiciency and economy were not considered in building
these roads, and as a result many companies went into
bankruptcy.
The companies that ciid survive thought that the
people would submit to ;^ny kind of service and charges.
These railroad companies had little regard for virhat the
government had done for them. The larger companies com-
bined systems into still larger companies in order to
gain control of all shipping in the country. Rates were
raised in some places and lov/ered in others. Competition
became serious and a detriment to the people.
Railroads have certain characteristics. The railroad is
an enterprise entirely different from any other enter-
prise. Some of the specific characterlsi tics of rail-
roads are:

1. Railroads have heavy overhead. ex_^ense. liVhether
the railroads operate or v/hether they remain idle
the expenses remain nearly the same. Taxes, sal-
aries, and interest on bonded indebitedness re-
main the same under any circor.is tances
.
2. Increasing returns. As trafiic increases the cost
per unit decreases. Railroads operate under the
principle of increasing returns or decreasing costs.
3. Joint costs. The railroads performs a variety of
different services. So.ae goods move in carloads,
some in less than carloads, a}-'d some in train loads;
some move slowly and some move fast; some move short
distances ana some move long distances. The problem
of trying to apportion the cost of service to a par-
ticular item is difficult.
4. Charging what the traffic will bear. Railroads
charge a high rate for goods of high value and they
fix a low rate for goods of lov; vslue. The rate of
each kind of freight is made high enough to be prof-
itable to the railroads, but not so high that the
article v/ill not be shipped.
Railroads became unpopular. Keen competition among rail-
roads caused many unfair practices and abuses. The chief
unfair practices were:
1. Discrimination as to commodities.
2. Discrimination as to localities. This is also known

as the long haul versus the short haul.
3. Discrirjilnation as to shippers. This was a system
which gave certain shippers a rebate on freir^iit
charges. Generally the shippers receiving this
rebate Virere tr^ose doing a large volume of business.
This rebate system enabled the favored shipper to
drive his competitors out of ousiness and so es-
tablished a monopoly. The Standard Oil Company used
this means to secure its monopoly.
Railroads needed regulation. The attitude of the public
changed from one of encouragement to one of opposition.
This attitude was taken because the railroads were abus-
ing the people. It beca.ie necessary for congress to
regulate the railroads by setting up several acts. These
regulations are:
1. Interstate Commerce Act of 1887. This law forbade
unjust discriminations between shippers, places, or
industries; the charging of unreasonable rates; and
the pooling of earnings. This comiaission can fix
rates, and compel the railroads to adopt a uniform
accounting system.
2. War-tiine operation. During World War I the rail-
roads were taken over by the federal government.
The entire railroad system of the country was oper-
ated as a unit.
3. The Office of Defense Transportation. During World
m
V/ar II the government did not take over the rail-
roads as in the First World Vvar, but the Office of
Defense Transportation was establishsd to achieve
the greatest efi'iciency from the railroads. The rail-
roads aided the war effort in a most efficient and
useful manner.
Transportation Act of 1920. (Esch-Cummlns Act) Under
this law the roads v/ere allowed to earn Q'fo profit.
Any railroad earning more than 6% were to pay one-
half oi the excess profit to the government and the
other half was to go into a tund from which the
weaker roads could borrow.
Rallv/ay Labor Act of 1926. (Watson-Parker Act) This
act sets up procedures to be followed in railway labor
disputes
,
Emergency Railroad Transportation Act, 1953. This
act gave the Interstate ComMierce Corartiission power
to regulate railroad holding companies and to pro-
vide a system of railroad control to brii>g about
economies in management anu. operation. This act
expired in 1936 but during its life it reduced pas-
senger rates, executives salaries, and provided
compensation for employees who v/ere dismissed be-
cause of the unification of transportation facilities.
Railroad Labor Disputes Act of 1934. This act amended!
the vVat son-Parker Act in two ways: (1) It created
€€
a National Mediation Board with power to settle labor
disputes. This act forbids railroads to interfere In
any way with employees who may or may not wish to join
any organization or union, (2) It created the National
Railway Adjustment Board.
D. Other railway legislation which relates to the employees
and their welfare was enacted by congress. Some of
these Acts are:
1, Railway Pension Act of 1934, This act provided for
retirement annuities for railroad employees. This
act was declarea unconstitutional in May 1^.35.
2, Railroad jietirement Act oi' 1937. This act replaces
the Railway Pension Act of 1934; it makes rail-
road workers eligible for pensions after they reach
the age of sixty-five.
3, Carriers' Taxing Act of 19o7. This act provides for
a system of excise taxes on railroads and an income
tax on their employees to finance the pension system
set up in the Retirement Act.
4, Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act of 1938. This
act created an uneinployment Insurance system for
railroaa employees.
rv. In America, lanoways began with the trails made by the
Indians. These trails were widened when wagons came
Into use and when the demand for better roads seemed
evident private companies built turnpikes which charged
+-.ni 1 for their i3.se. These pikes or tn11 rorids mptypt
J.
V.
built in New lingland axid the Middle States; the south
continued to use rivers. As tirne went on ana the demand
for transportation was Increasing the states and the
national government appropriated money for better and
longer roads. Mhen automobiles caiiie into use these roads
had to be rebuilt; the state government began to build
hard surface roads which connected the other states.
Today our entire country is connected by a netv/ork of
smooth hard ror.ds called superhighv/ays . These roads are
financed by the levylx^g of taxes on gasoline.
Motor transportation competes v/ith railroads. Bussesj
and trucks have these advantages over the railroads:
1. They do not require steel rails.
2. They ao not require private rights of way.
3. They can go to any destination desired.
4. They make frequent and convenient stops.
In some rural areas the busses have forced the rail-
roads to abanaon their services.
The latest means of transportation to De developed was
the airplane. Improvement in aerial transportation is
taking place every day. This means of transportation is
faster and the public confidence is growing steadily.
This is proven by the fact that in 1926, 5,782 passengers
were carried on domestic lines as compared with 4, 061, COO
in 1941. The federal government is ooing much to Improve
46
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aviation. It sets up the Bureau oj. j.eronautics to
license pilots and airplanes; provides emergency landing
fields, maps anv.\ marked airv/ays; sends out weather re-
ports; and enforces regulations to safeguard aviation.
The iederal .government promotes aviation by granting
contracts for carrying mail by air, and by purchasing
planes for army and navy use. The Civil Aeronautics
Authority Act was set up by the federal government in
1968 to regulate and control aviation. This lav; provides
for supervision, regulation, and encouragement of civil
aeronautics, and to provide reports on plans for the
creation of a national system of airports.
Aviation progressed tremendously auring the V/orld
War II. Huge transport x^lanes were built which were
later converted into passenger and cargo planes. Avia-
tion is giving the other means of transportation great
competition. In the future aviation vail probably re-
place railroads to some extent just as the railroad in
part replaced canals.
&
INDIPJiCT LEARITIHG PRODUCTS
To develop an understanding of the importance of trans-
portation and to show that the very existence of man-
kind depends upon transportation.
To show how transportation has affected the progress of
civilization.
To develop a knowledge of the nev/er means of transporta-
tion.
To show hov; our world is shrinkinr^ and the effect it has
on our everyday living.
To develop an understanding that it is necessary lor
railroads to be regulated by the government.
To show how the regulation of railroads affects each
individual in his everyday living.
To develop clear thinking and understanding of the
economic problems which confronts society.
To develop skill in the use of the library and working
independently.
To develop skill in writing reports and presenting them
orally to the class.
To develop initiative by having each student v/orking on
his own in selecting and doing assignments and optional
related activities.

INTRODUCTION OP THE UNIT
The Unit is to be introduced by the movies, "Our
Shrinking World," and "Development of Transportation;" and
by the administration of an objective pretest.
TENTATIVE TILffi ALLOTIVENT
Tv/o weeks is the tentative time allotted for the com-
pletion of the Unit Transportation.
Thought Q,uestions;
1. What influences has modern transportation had on (a) the
clothes we wear; (b) the food we eat; (c) the homes we
build?
2. Hov/ has the development of transportation made the world
seem smaller?
2. What connection does transportation have with (a) farm
liie; (b) city life; (c) inaustry?
4. In v;hat way does cominuni cation depend on transportation?
5. What effect did the invention of the steam engine have
on land and water travel?
6. What invention led to the development of the automobile?
How did this invention influence aevelopments in other
fields of transportation?
7. If all means oi' transportation were suddenly removed,
what effect would it have on the life of the people?
rr
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8. What were the outs taiiding events in the aevelopment of
transportation in the United States I'rora colonial times
to the present day?
9. What evils as well as benefits have come with the devel-
opment of transportation?
10. How has transportation given rise to new occupation?
11. During the go la rush in 1849, what was the favorite means
of travel by land ana by water?
12. How do means of travel in backward countries differ from
those where civilization is more advanced?
13. Why is it necessary to have government regulation of
transportation?
14. How does transportation depend on science and invention?
ASSIGNJCENTS FOR THE UNIT
'Jcl, Smith, Augustus, H. Economics - An Introduction to
Fundamental Problems . Pages 336-342.
2. Reck, Franklin, M. Ar:ierican Transportation
.
Pages 75-39,
ifZ>, Klein, Jacob, and Colvin, Woolf, Economic Probleiis of
Today
.
Pages 253-259.
4. Reck, Franklin, 1.1. American Transportation
.
Pages
90-101.
-;{'5. Smith, Augustus, H. Economics - An Introduction to
Fundaiiiental Problems . Pages 342-351.
-i-^-C. Reck, Franklin, M. American Transportation . Pages
149-159.
All assignments marked with an asterisk are the minimum
requirements of the unit.

'«-7. Reck, Franklin, M. Araerican Transportation . Pages
160-182.
8. Reck, Franklin, M. American Transportation . Pat^es
201-212.
•x-9. Klein, Jacob, and Colvin, Woolf, Economic Problems of
Today. Pages 259-268.
•5i-10. Reck, Franklin, il. American Transportation
.
Pages
214-224.
•{{•II. Smith, Augustus, H. Economics - An Introduction to
Fundamental Problems . Pages 351 357.
J{'12. Reck, Franklin, M. American Transportation
.
Pages 50-59
13. Reck, PTanklin, LI. American Transportation . Pages 7-14.
14. Reck, Franklin, i... American Transportation. Pages 37-49
lo. Reck, Franklin, M. American Transportation
.
P?ges 60-74
OPTIONAL RELATED ACTIVITIES
Book Reports : Read any of the following books and prepare a
written or oral report.
1. America Travels by Alice Dalgliesh.
2. Hov7 the World Rides by Florence 0. P''ox,
3. Rolling Along Through the Centuries by Marie E. Gilchrist
4. Picture Boook of Travel by Berta Hader and Elmer liader.
5. How They Carried the Goods by Charles G. Muller.
6. Story Book of Viheels, Ships, Trains, and Aircraft by
Maud Petersham ana Miska Petersham.
7. Tramps and Liners by Thurman VJ. Van Metre.
8. Harness and Pack by Arthur T. V/alden.
9. Air, Land, and Sea by Hanson H. Webster.
Boston Urnv«-5t^
School of Educauort
Library
e
Debate ! Prom the following topics choose either the affirm-
ij
i:
atlve or negative point of vie\v, !:
1. Resolved, that the government should regulate the rail-
roeds.
|l
2. Resolved, that aviation will some day replace the rail-
roads .
3. Resolved, that our economic life is largely dependent
upon our transportation system.
4. Resolved, that communication depends upon transportation.
Llaps
;
1. On an outline map^^^ inaicate the principal ship canals
in the United States.
2. On an outline map, inuicate the principal railways
of the United States.
3. On an outline map, indicate the principal seaports of
the United States.
4. On an outline map, indicate the principal inland waterways.
I'
of the United States.
Charts
:
1. Draw a chart showing the comparison between truck receipts
and railroad receipts from 1916 to 1£35. Page 260,
Economic Problems of Today by Klein and Colvin.
if Outline maps may be obtained from the teacher.
e
2. Draw a chart showing the increase or railroads in
mileage in the United States from 1800 to 1931. Page
540 , Economics - An Introduction to Fundamenta 1__ Problems
by Augustus H. Smith.
3. Draw a chart showing the percentage of traffic carried
by air and railroads in the United States, from 1920
to 1947. The percentages for this chart may be obtained
from the teacher.
Scrapbooks ;
1, Collect all the pictures you can showing the various
kinds of transportation.
2. Collect all the magazine, pamphlet, and nev/spaper arti-
cles you can concerning transportation.
e
OBJECTIVE EXALIINATION ON TRA1I3P0RTATI0N
This objective examination for the subject Transportation
given in the course of Economics in the secondary schools
is intended to be given in a fifty-minute class period.
TRUE-FALSE
DIREGTIOIIS: Below are some statements, some of which are
true and some of v/hich are false. On the blank space before
each statement write a plus sign ( 4 ) if you think the
statement is true, and a minus sign ( - ) if you think the
statement is false. The first is given as an example:
EXAMPLE! 4 A nationfe progress and standard of living
is wholly depenc eat upon its transporta-
tion system.
1. All transportation is carried on by means of
waterways, landways, and airways.
2. At the present time the railroads are the most
important means of transportation but the trend
seems to be going toward the airways.
3. Our economic life does not depend upon trans-
portation.
4. Products have much value in the places where
they are produced.
5. Value is added to goods only when they are trans-
ported to places where these things do not exist
in sufficient quantities to satisfy the needs of
the people concerned,
6. There are three types of transportation, waterv/ays,
airways, and landways.
7. The first means of transportation was by railway.
rr
8. Many states attempted to build canals but only
New York was successful.
9. The Erie Canal vms completed in 1825 and it was
for many years the most important single route
of trade between the Atlantic coast and the
north central states.
10. Canals at present are not important.
11. V/hen the demand for better roads seemed evident
private companies built turnpikes which charged
a toll for their use.
12. The latest means of transportation to be devel-
oped was the railroad.
13. The federal government is doing much to discour-
age aviation because of its danger.
l-±. The Civil Aeronautics Authority Act was set up- by
the federal government in 1238 to regulate and con-
trol aviation.
15. Aviation progressed tremendously during World
V/ar II.
16. Aviation is giving the other means of transporta-
tion great competition.
17. In the future aviation will probably replace rail-
roads just as the railroad replaced canals,
18. The development of railroads began between 1800
and 1830.
19. The first railroad opened for traffic was the
Pennsylvania in 1830.
20. In 1840 there were about 3,000 miles of railroad
in operation in the United States,
21. When the Civil Vi[ar began there was about 40,000
miles of railroad.
22. During the cepression there was a tremendous
decrease in railroads.
25. There was no one person or company who had enough
money to finance the transcontinental railroads.
m
24. The desire of the people to have railroads was
so great that construction was done hastily and
It resulted In much waste oi' material and money,
25. The first railroad In the United States had
about 4,000 miles of track.
26. In 1951 there was about 20,000 miles of railroads
in the United States.
27* Efficiency and economy was considered in building
rai Iroads
.
28. The companies that survived failure thought that
the people would submit to any kind of service
and charges.
29. The railroad companies that survived failure had
littls regard for what the government had done
for then.
30. Railroad is an enterprise entirely different from
any other enterprise.
51. Railroads have overhead expense.
32. Yv'hether the railroads operate or whether they
remain idle the expenses remain nearly the same.
35. As traffic increases the cost per unit increases.
54. Railroads operate under the principle of increas-
ing returns or decreasing costs.
35. The railroads perform a variety of different
services
.
56. The problem of trying to apportion the cost of
service to a particular item is impossible.
37. Huge transport planes built during the war could
not be converted into passenger and cargo planes.
58. In 1933 there was abo^t 800,000 miles of rail-
roi-'ds in the United States.
59. Railroads charge a high rate for goods oi high
value
.
€
40. Keen competition among railroaas caused maiiy
unfair practices and. abuses.
41. It was necessary for railroads to be regulsted
by the government.
42. Because railroads v;ere abusing the people the
attitude of the public changed from one of
encouragement to one of opposition.
43. Under the Transportation Act of 1920 procedures
were set up to settle labor disputes.
4'j:. The Railway Labor Act of 1926 is knt wn as the
Esch- Cummins Act.
45. Our Ivierchant Marine had very little competition
with ioreign shippers.

MULTIPLE CHOICE
DIRECTIO'iS: Below are some questions, each of which has
five answers. Only one of the answers is correct. Cn
the blank space before each question v;rite the number of
the answer v/hich you think is correct. The first is given
as an example:
EXA:/iPL:I: 4 The first railroad in tiie United States
was open for traffic in:
1. 1790.
2. IGlu.
3. 1880.
4. 1830
5. 1897
1. During the depression railroads:
1. Increased,
2. Decreased slightly.
3. Remained the same.
4. Increased slightly.
5. Decreased tremendously.
2. The United States Governitient gave the various
transportation continental lines:
1. 1,000 acres of land.
2. 10,0OU acres oi land.
3. 100,000 acres of land.
4. 100,000,000 acres of land,
5. No land.
3. The law which provides for the regulation of
Civil Aeronautics is known as:
1. interstate Comnierce Act.
2. Civil Aeronautics Authority.
3. Transportation Act of 1920.
4. Transportation Act of 1926.
5. Lsch-CuGL iins Act.
4. As traffic increases the cost per unit:
1. Increases.
2. Increases slightly.
3. Remains the same.
4. Increases tremendously.
5. Decreases.
0«
#
5. The problem of trying to apportion tlie freight
cost ol a particular item is:
1. Possible.
2. Impossible.
3. Not practical,
4. Not desired by the railrords.
5. Not desired by the shippers.
6. The miles of railroads in the United States in
1951 covered approximately:
1. 50,000 miles.
100,000 miles.
3. 300,000 miles.
4. 800,000 miles.
5. 1,000,000 miles.
In 1£20 our Merchant Marine
1. 20/0 of our trade.
2. 40>t of our trade.
3. 60,0 of our trade.
4. 80;o of our trade.
5. 100,^ of our trade.
7. fl^et carried about
8. The purpose oi the I.-erchant Marine Act of 1&28
wa s to:
1. Increase the size of our Merchant
Marine fleet.
2. L'Ocrease the size of our Lierchant
j/iarine fleet.
5. Increase seaman's v^ages.
4. Settle disputes between ship owners and
seamen.
•5. Regulate the amount of cargo going out
of the country.
9. Motor busses and trucks:
1. Bo not compete with the railroads,
2. Do not have advantages over the railroads
3. Operate at greater expense than trains,
'-±, Cannot operate at a profit over long
distances.
5. Have an advantage over railroads.
10, The railroads charge low rates for goods of low
value and high rates for valuable goods this is
Imcwn as
:
1. Joint costs.
2. Charging what the traffic vdll oear.
3. Increasing costs.
4. I/ecreasing costs.
5. Discrimination as to localities.

11. Railway labor disxjutes were settled by the:
1, Railroad Labor Disputes Act of 1956.
2. Railrofd Pension Act oi 1954.
5. C. rriers' Taxing Act or 1937.
4. Railroi^d Uneriployrnent Insurance Act
of 1937.
5. Transportation Act of 1920.
12. The practice of charf5;ing lov/er rates on goods
to certain favored shippers is known as:
1. Discrimination as to coriiiiioci ties
.
2. Discrimination as to localities.
3. JJiscrimination as to shippers,
i. Increasing returns.
5. Increasing?; costs.
15. Discriini nations ps co localities is also known
as
:
1. Re Dating.
2. Joint costs.
3. Decreasing returns.
4. The long haul versus tne short haul.
5. Charging what the traffic will bear.
14. Turnpikes built by private cojipanies were
finsijiced by:
1. The United States G-overnnient
.
2. Sales taxes.
3. Gasoline taxes.
^, I'ederal taxes.
5. Charging a toll.
15. The most essential form or transportation today
according to Augustus H. Smith is:
1. Aviation.
2. Motor busses.
3. Trucks.
4. Railroaas,
5. iierchant vessels.

COMPLETION
DIRECTj:0):S: Belov/ are some 5.nco2nplete statements. On the
blank space after each statement write tne word or words
which will complete the statement in a true and meaningful
way. The first is given as an ex.qr;iple:
EXA.'PLK: The first railroaa open for traffic v/as
(The Baltimore and Ohio)
1. The three types of transportation are:
2.
3.
4. The first means of traasportation was
5. The Erie Canal is now known as the
6. Plard surface roads or superhighways in the Unitea Stat
are financed by
7. The latest means oi transportation to be develc^ped was
8. The law which provides for tne regulation of Civil
Aeronautics is known as
9. Railroads move goods in the following ways:
10.
11.
12. The acts enacted by Congress to regulate the railroads
are
:
13.
14.
t
15.
16.
17. The acts enacted by Congress which relates to the
railway employees and their welfare are:
18.
19.
^
20.
21. The advantages that busses and trucks have over the
railroaas are:
22.
23.
24.
25. The definite characteristics of railroad operation
are:
26
.
27.
28.
^
29. The railropds became unpopular because of
?0. The rate for shipping cotton is much Icwer thpn the
rate for shipping coal; this is knov/n as
#C
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I^EY FOR THE OBJECTIVE EXAMINATION ON THE CONSUIVIER
TRUE AND FALSE
1. -
2. +
3.
4.
5.
6. T
7. •f
8.
9. 4-
10. •1-
11, f
12.
13,
14.
15.
16. -
17. +
18.
19. -
20. f
21. -
22. -
23. -
24. -
25. -
26. -
27. f
28. +
29. -
30. +
31. +
32. -
33. +
34. -
35. +
36. -
37. -
38. +•
39. >
40. +•
41. -
42. +-
43.
-f-
44. -
45. -
IvIULTIPLE CHOICE
1. 2
2. 1
3. 5
4. 4
5. 2
6. 1
7. 2
8. 4
9. 1
10. 5
11. 2
12. 1
13. 3
14. 4
15. 5
16. 3
17. 5
18. 2
19. 3
20. 4
COMPLETION
1. durable goods,
2. consumer goods.
3. producer goods.
4. wealth,
5. utility.
6. elementary utility.
7. time utility.
8. form utility.
9. ownership utility.
10. advertising.
11. custom - tradition.
12. fashion - styl.e.
13. education - travel.
14. occupation.

15. direct.
16. productive.
17. harmful.
18. conspicuous. ;
19. Consuiaers ' Research.
20. Consumers' Union of the United States,
21. Better Business Bureau.
22. Araerican Medical and Dental Association.
23. Trade Association.
24. Bureau of Standards.
25. United States Post Office
26. Pood and Drug Act.
27. Federal Trade Coinrnlssion,
28. consuTiiption.
29. sell goods.
30. uses goods.

KEY FOR THK OBJECTIVE EXAMINATION ON TRANSPORTATION
TRUE Am FALSE
1. +
2,
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11. +
12.
13.
14.
1
15.
16. +
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22. +
23. 4-
24. 4-
25.
26.
27.
28. I-
29. 4-
30. 4-
31. t
32. +
33. -
34. f
35. +
36. f
37. -
38. -
39. f
40. f
41. f
42. f
43. -
44. -
45. -
imLTIPLE CHOICE
1. 5
2. 4
3. 2
4. 5
5. 2
6. 4
7. 2
8. 1
9. 5
10. 2
11. 1
12. 3
13. 4
14. 5
15. 4
COMPLETION
1. waterways.
2 . landways
.
3. airways.
4. v/aterways.
5. New York Barge Canal.
6. levying gasoline taxes.
7. alrv/ays.
8. Civil Aeronautics Authority.
9. carloads.
10« less than carloads.
11. train-loads.
12. Interstate Coimnerce Act,
13. Transportation Act of 1920.
14. Railway Labor Act of 1926,

15. Emergency Railroad Transportation Act of 193C"
.
16. Railroad Labor Lispute Act of 1934.
17. Railway Pension Act of 1954.
18. Railway Retirement Act of 1957.
19. Carriers Taxing Act of 1937.
20. Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act of 1958.
21. do not require steel rails.
22. do not require private rights of way.
25. can go to any destination desired.
24. can make frequent and convenient stops.
25. subject to heavy overhead expenses.
26. decreasing cost or increasing returns.
27. cannot apportion the costs of service.
28. railroads charge of the traffic, will bear.
29. unfair practices.
50. discrimination as to comraoditles
.



